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ELS-Types 
To Convene 
On Februa ry 4- 6 , the 
Environmental Law Society is 
sponsoring a national convention of 
law studen t s interested in 
environmental issues. Students and 
speakers from all over the country 
will converge on Ann Arbor for three 
days of discussion a nd workshops 
dealing wi th the opportunities 
available to law students a nd la w 
school graduates in the fi eld of 
environmenta l law. 
The convention will s tart on 
Thursday evening with a reception 
in t:1e Lawyer's Club Lounge, 
followed by openi ng remarks from 
Pat Parenteau, the Comm1ssionE>r of 
the Vermont Ag en cy of 
Environmental Con:.er va li o n. 
Fridny morning will begi n with the 
keynote ;peech by P rofi.>ssor J ohn 
Bonine o:· the Univer sity of Oregon 
Law School followed by a two-hour 
forum where var ious law students 
and :aw teachers will di scuss the 
variety of roles tha t law students can 
take in working on environmental 
issues. Friday afternoon will consist 
of speakers from gover nmen t 
A Natural Monopoly Publication 
The U nivcr!\ily of l\lichignn Lnw School Jnnunl)' 27, 1988 
Grievance Taken to U-M 
Senior J udges & Junior Clerks Appeal Decision of Law School 
By Don Wheaton 
Time has passed, yet little tangible 
progress has been m ade in the grievance 
filed against the law school by the 
Graduate Employees Organization (CEO), 
on behalf of the 70 current senior judges 
and junior clerks. 
On December 16, 1987, CEO 
President Richard Dees and Vice President 
Phillip Zane met with Dean Edward 
Cooper to discuss the grievance. Cooper 
refused the grievance with the vague 
assertion thnt the CEO contract was never 
intended to apply to the law school. 
Yet it is unclear that the contract was 
meant to exclude the law school. 
According to Dees, "The contract's 
language is broad enough to cover the law 
students." 
"The University knows of the senior 
judges and junior clerks, and has never 
made an exception for them," Dees added. 
According to the CEO contract with 
the University, all graduate students who 
are "employed to teach courses, or 
coordinate, lead, or assist in the 
instructional process in direct interaction 
with students ... " are to be given the title 
"Graduate Student Teaching Assistant 
[GSTA)." 
That seems to cover the senior judges, 
who are responsible for a one hour lesson 
per week, preparing and correcting 
assignments while coordinating the 
activities of the junior clerks. The judges 
must also attend a two-hour seminar each 
week with ~1ary White. 
~1oreover, the CEO contract with the 
University states GTSA titles should be 
conferred on those graduate students who 
are "(1) employed on a regularly scheduled 
and pre-arranged basis ... and (2) who (a) 
grades papers or examinations in a manner 
see GEO page FOUR 
Waggoner and Cunningham Honored 
Two faculty members, Lawrence W. 
Waggoner and Roger A. Cunningham, 
have been awarded titled professorships. 
Cunningham was named the James V. 
Campbell Professor of Law while 
Wagonner was named the Lewis M. Simes 
P rofessor of Law. Their appointments 
were approved by the Regents at their 
December meeting, are for five years, and 
ore renewable. 
Dean Lee Bollinger noted that 
Wagonner is "one of the nation's leading 
scholars in the arens of trusts and estates. 
His scholarship reflects mastery of a 
highly technical field, a deep 
understanding of the practical problems 
with which the law of trusts and estates 
must contend, and the high degree of 
inventiveness necessary to reconceptualize 
aras of the law that are encrusted with 
history. 
"His scholarly work is not confinded to 
learned journals and treatises along, but 
extends also to service in such capacities as 
see PROFS page SIX Waggoner 
Cunningham 
Summer Section Okay; Changes Called For 
The following is an analysis 
of the events of the last few months 
that lead up to the January 15 faculty 
vote in favor of saving the summer 
section. 
By Keri Chenoweth 
The events of the last few months 
have resulted in the preservation of n 
summer section of first year law students, 
but the issues which caused unrest among 
faculty and students remain yet to be 
solved: Financial Aid "inequities", student 
"burn-out", admissions difficulties, and 
changes in law firm hiring practices have 
yet to ue addressed by the faculty. 
However, the di scussions and concerns 
spawned by the threat of abolishment of 
the program offer the potential for change 
nnd improvement. 
Throughout the debate, a broad 
number of reasons have been cited in 
support of cancellation, ranging from the 
general to the specific. One of the most 
significant general concerns was the trend 
of law firms to offer clerking positions to 
first-year students. The lucrative pull of 
More specific reasons were also given 
to justify elimination. The Placement 
Office cited the difficulty of recruiting 
students, and the unease created by 
"drafting" students. The complaints of 
faculty about teaching "burned-out• 
summer starters during winter semester 
Througlwut the debate, a broad number of reasons have 
been cited in support of cancellation. ... 
these jobs has been cited as a having "big 
impact on the program," according to Law 
Professor J. J. White. The placement office 
has "grown geometrically since I've been 
here", added White, who is a member of the 
new committee currently assigned to 
study the summer program. 
were balanced against other faculty who 
enjoyed teaching in the summer. However, 
most of the recent debate centered around 
the financial (aid), social, and academic 
arivantages enjoyed by summer starters 
(the so-called "equity" problem). 
The "equity" problem seemed to 
consist of attempts to balance the 
apportionment of resources among 
students. Summer starters proposed that 
the benefits of the program were worth the 
expense, both to themselves and to the law 
school, almost to a fault. The extreme 
enthusiasm of those who had gone through 
the summer program was undisputed, but 
actually was one of the weakest arguments 
for its survival. The "perks" gained made 
some question the fairness of allowing one 
group of students priority in the lawyer's 
club singles lists, law library carrel 
application and interviewing priviledges 
not offered to their counterparts who 
arrived a mere three months later. 
Inequities were not limited to mere 
perquisites, but to the method of calculating 
financial aid for the summer section. The 
lack of summer earnings changes the 
summer starter's financial aid package, but 
see ELS page FOUR 
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The More Things Change ... 
T HE ATTENTIVE READER of the Res Gestae 
may have noticed some changes in the staff box of 
last week's issue. That r eader may have also 
noticed that some things remained the same. 
For example, we have promoted various hard-
working, industrious, and clever individuals to 
positions on the editorial board. They have shown 
a remarkable loyalty and devoted considerable 
time to the Res Gestae. In re turn, we graciously 
allow tl1em to p ut their new titles on their resumes. 
Among the items which ha ve r emained the 
same since bst semester is tl te person O"vCupying 
the post of Editor -in-Chief. This individkal is 
currently holding that post for the third 
consecutive semester . Usually, the Res Gestae has 
its s taff changeover in December of each year, 
thus giving new editorial board memb P.rs a 
chance to l~ on the joh while benefitting from 
the guirlance of those who had gone on before. 
This year was to be no exception, b ut 
cin'umstances forced the staff into the necessary 
expediC'nt of having both the Editor-in-Chief and 
the Managing E di tor r etain their titles for an 
additional semester . Some readers, attentive :~r 
otherwise. may blanch at the prospect of another 
semester with this duo in charge, but the Editor-in-
Chief, at least, assures us that this is a temporary 
solution, and that, at the end of the current term, he 
will forsake his job at the Res Gestae for a more 
financially gratifying position in the private 
sector. 
All this is to e),.'plain that, wher0as in the past, 
there has been a shakeup in the editorial board a t 
the beginning of each Winter Semester, that is not 
the case this time around. However , t he R es 
Ges tae is always looking for people who are 
inter ested in getting 10volved in wha t is 
undoubtedly the oldest law school weekly in Ar...n 
Arbor. The Res Gestae, despite appearances, is not 
the pr;vate fiefdom of a select few. One need not 
occupy a separate line in the RG staff box in order 
to contribute or be a part of the staff. 
We encourage all interested students to meet 
us up here in Room 700B of the Legal H.esear(;h 
Building. And maybe someday, the a ttentive 
reader will finally see somebody else's name in 
the Res Gestae staff box. 
012inion 
~~ 72 SoUO Gol~ ei.JS1? Or I(I\\:,1Y 
tJ\' N\C\\b\. ~~t) S\\W T\\8<'. \o N~?AL . 
1-E~~ \)OWN l\GER S\1\\)\\J~ AND 
~\\.\) 1\ ~O~b 'l\UL11-\"l!R~5£ tk\UTY." 
Jocko's Albuins Woes 
By Jocko Knappmann 
My Janis Jophn tape finally wore out. I hnd I.e> pi ten it 
last week. That's something I'm prouJ of; ~~·s lhl" first time 
in my life that I've bought a tapt! anti played it so muc'1 
that it self-destructed to the point fnat ! saw nothing 
wrong with throwing it out in the trash. 
Have you t'ver stopped to think how fickle our 
musical tastes really vre? Most ofthl" T<'CI)rds and lap<>s I 
buy get shel\'ed more or !ess for good shonly after 
purcha;;('. Every once in a while I drag them out, but it's a 
rare occurrence. There's too much out there I haven t 
liste-ned to yet to go J:c;tening to the same old stuff again. 
Maybe I'm a deviant. I buy a lot of records and tnpes. 
I realize that most of what I purchase will see limited use, 
but I still persist in thinking it's worth it to mt'. Some of the 
stdT I buy, I still haven't listened to, and I don't know if I 
ever will. It's comforting to me in some strnnge wny to 
have Bobby Vinton's Greatest Hits even though I never 
would expect to listen to it (except for "Melody of Love" 
which has some cool Polish words--those being the •mly 
Polish wcrds [ know). The other problem I havl! is \.hat 
my musicul preferenC'~S range far, wide, and everywhere 
in between. My KISS (who were just in Detroit el£:ven 
days ago; great concert) is next to Madonna (last August; 
great concert) which is next to Jimi Hendrix (who hasn't 
given a great concert in a while now). 
Th us ol' Jocko finds himself on th e horns of a 
cli lemma. I realize I'm being financially irresponsible 
because, unlike lh'e model Con.~umer Report.~ type, I can't 
aven start to pretend that I'm getting the most value for 
my money. On the other hand, this certain stronge inr.er 
voice (and I've admittedly got tons of strange inne-r 
voice:s) ke>eps telling me to "buy, buy, BUY!!!n The net 
result 1s, ! listen w the strange voice and refuse to be a 
prudE>nt consumer 
A related problem comes up in the form my music
t-urcl~nst>s take. Albums and tapes are defintely :
predominant form here . On the other hand,
occasionally go for used, mainly because it costs less am
can get mere m<tterial that way. The ultimate low-e
system is taping other peoples albums (in blatant violad
of tl e 1976 Copyright Act). I evt'n have a dual casse
ded so I can record from somebody else's tapes if I wa;
But let at be known far and wide, and in a !ega:
whit~>wno;ning sense, that I DO XOT TAPE OT~
PEOFLE'S STUFF--THAT WOULD BE AGAii\ST TH
LM~Jt 
F1nally, we come to COs. OAT technology is soon
be viable, which only complicates the issue. The oth
problem, from my point of view, is that I have neit!1
COs or a CD player. I don't want to buy a CD play
1vithout COs to play on it. On the other hand, it see::
quite the ridict:lous to pay $15 a crack for a CD 10,:hen ,:. 
don't have nnthing to done play it on. The throes 
poverty refuse to allow me to solve The Great CD Riddle
Another problem 1\oith COs is that I don't see myst
as deriving enough benefits for the extra costs o1·
conventional records and tapes. Yes, they don't destr..tc
but J anis up abC've is the only tape that I've physica
played out of existence. M~ CD purchases wo11lo best
confined to a hmited number of classic f;Clections tha
know I will want to listen to for the rest of my life o
semi-regular basis, such as I~gy and the Stooges' R
Power. A big CD collection wot>ld only be a waste
scarce resources. The more I think of it, the more I rea1
that a good infusion of working capital would do wonde
to solve all of my music problems. If only I had won i
Lotto .... 
I.~aw Students Need Guidance 
By Robert Goldberg 
If first-year students were as motivated by human 
sullering as they are by law firm summer jobs, there would 
be heaven on eart~l in !lbout a wee]<. 
But don't let my lighthearted to.1e mask my true 
contempt for mar.y of my smug, self-important classmates. 
I really am mad as hell and I just can't take it anymore. 
When the summer-search fren zy kicked off (in 
November- enough said), I decided I'd try something a little 
different. I realize creativity isn't high on the Michigan 
curriculum, but I figured what the heck. Atter.lF~ngto steer 
away fr01;1 the law firm route, I applied to a magazi.1~, a 
ucwspaoor, a judge and legal services. I knPw I'd ~ 1n a 
distinct minority, but never in 1o1 -1 wildest aig'~-':n~res did I 
en' ision theoutpouringoftwo-legged rats that wot.ltl marci. 
s !nssy-eyed to the Pied Piper of ,'.1ammon. The.,c vuHu--cs 
'lre bar~ly one-sixth through law school and the !)Jood is 
lh·eady dripping from their bps. Good job, ~lichigan. 
But I expect such min:lless conformity from some 
.>wple; it's the surprise followers thnt really shock and 
disappoint me. One friend whom I had considered an 
;c.!alistic soulmate drooled to me- eyes bulging with ecstasy 
and lips quivering with excitement- about hef;!,O'JOn ~\.-t-;: 
offer. I would almost swear I heard cash ::gister h<>Jis 
emanati ng fron. her skull. And this from a pet :.1.11 who 
b1istles with condescension towa:-d her classmates' prepro-
fessional postunng. That was oefore a vision of green 
~.ought her into the fold. But wait, it gets worse. 
Thisborn-ngain convert then proceeded to rational-
ize - pnthetically is an understatemtnt - her hasty rPtreat 
from idealism: "It renlly is such an ethical firll" . They let you 
do pro bono work in lieu of paid clients and they let you turn 
down work that you find immoral." Jh-huh, and napalm 
factorie-: .:reate jobs for poor people. But wait, it gcts worse. 
This yippie-turned-yuppie then had thP gall to tell 
me I ~cnn't possibly pnss up" a $200 F'" week writing job. 
Easy for her to say. Sol'l'y Charlie, but I'm not about t() be a 
lonely martyr for Michignn's power-{,'rabbing Clnss of''90. 
Now tlon't. ···~t -ae wrong: I'm no g1 .moln-hcn. :, 
rPality-starved liberal. I nke money ns much as the next guy. 
Anl.l I need it ns IJaci :\Shim too. 
Witho11t .) doubt, there are students who despt!r-
arrly !":\'(.'0 ('ilSh. ann nJ••: ••• -::hng trl P•'vstit tite themsclvt>.., tt · 
g~L 1~. R1.0: c,, .utlly indisputab;t., th~ m .. jority P.re just 
nno: ·;ted to the head I'U!:h. I t's the \\;;ita collar's :mswer to 
crack. 
A high-powered CGrpcrat.e law t;n .t isn't the place 
I'd choose to be and, I suspect, nE>ither wuuid lots of others 
who are simply going witn th nov:. AI<~ cliched tllC ·hit 
~Jurely is, life is just wo damn «hort w pnt 01:e's prfo:-ts 
where one's heart isn't. 
. And the .Nrodom! I t!:>n't get it - the snmP people 
who b1 tch all yE>ar abvut the tediousness of classwork then 
crawl over each other for the golden opportunity to wrii.e 
l'lpen memos and check cites all summer. 
But most important, it just seems liu:~: s11rh ~ 
dat~::-. shume tlaat Amenctl's bC'st and brightest arP beir.g 
unw• tti:.g1y .:hannden · .hruugu !"crocious peer and finnn -
ci.-.1 oressure- into such truly meaningless work. I've met 
so many brilliant people here, people who could undoubt-
edly enrich the world for their having been here. Yet most 
now seem destined to a life, albeit well-paid, of corporate 
babysitting. What an unforgivable waste of talent . 
So who's the villain in this unspoken tragt-Jy? I 
blame the law finolS; 22-year-old neophytes don't cieserve 
;mtl shouldn't bP Sf.'ll!ed wit: . ~ w·: " .e!lar salaries. I blar>te 
the :.tudents; we have unnmbiguonc;lyvl'icedourprioriti~::s. 
But to.r.<:t of alt, 1 ;,)nrnc Micnigan; from day one, the law 
school has artfully maneuvered us toward the preprofPs-
sional launching pad, never stopping for a moment to 
instill any grander notions of Justice. 
At MY college g1-aduation, the university presi-
dent imparted his final words of wisdom: Find something 
you enjoy doing, nrod then find someone who's willing to pay 
you for 1t. lTnfortunately, people around here seem to have 
it nil backwards. 
I realize the law firm roman('e is a dizzying affair 
of wining, dining and ego gr:-:;;.cation. And tht> tempta-
tion IS overwhelming. :·:n angry that I'm trapped in this 
excrucu1ting dilemma: do something I fpel good about or 
jump on t!1e bandwagon and enjoy the ride. 
Dut don't let my selt~righteousness fool you. I 
migh~ very well find myself in a gray pinstripe suit come 
June. But at least I'm trying. For the moment, mat least 
kid myself into believing that I've got some humanity left. 
Racism Works Both Ways 
By Don Wheaton 
There has been much C• nccrr. uhout racism, 
·stitutional anC: interpersonal, he ... at ti•e University uf 
~hchign" a.l<i acrc;s the country. If l~'~re's one thing that 
has been expressed by UCAR and othl:'" organizations, it is 
tbt tl:PrE> are to be no double standards in the fi,!ht against 
rac·sm. 
Racism is pervaisive and can be fouf"\d t~rougt:out our 
society and Western culture. It taK 0 S many shapes and 
forms, and ca:1not be tolerated in any of its manefestntions. 
Yet no one call<'d for a nan's rcsignatJ ·:1 or di,;miss.'l: 
when he made blat:mtly ot:ensive and pl:tently racist 
remarks. He attributed l.is remarks to "a momcnt of 
passion" as if that passion provided him with an excuse or 
justification. 
The man just happened to be black, a prominen~ 
member of the community, and in charge of a statewide 
chapter of a vital civil rights orgnnizntion. Tne ':1cident I 
refer to occurred in Alabama this past week. 
As most of us know, fofmer Alabama governor 
George Wallace was at one time a vir .1lent segregationalist. 
He has sine• recanted and reformed. l3ut he is coufined to a 
wheelchair ·md i., in constant d: :comfort after an 
assnssination u ;tempt in 1972. 
This we"k Alabama NAACP President Thomas Reed 
st.at< d that Q.)d was "punishing" Wallace for his former 
segregntionalist views. Although it is notable that Reed 
apologizPd f.1r his romarks, and that Wallace said that he 
and Reed remain good friends, the remarks were in and of 
them.:;<>lves racist and in.olerable. 
AI Capanis and J immy "The Greek" Snyder were 
fired for their racis t remarks. LSA D~an Peter Steiner 
casueC. a ruckus for some mighty questionable comments 
he made last September, with people sitti ng in his office and 
calling for his resignation or termination in front of the 
Regests. But no one seemed to care about Reed's remarks. 
No one called for his resignation or termination. l'vr \\as 
he fired. 
I hope that a double standard does not e:cist wner.• if a 
black individual utter!· a racist remark it's okay and we11 
just allow it. A "mome1 t of passion" docs not excuse rucist 
utterances. A racist r~mark is unqualifiable, in-1efensible, 
and unjustifiable. lt must be treated as what it is: offensive 
and injur'lus, no m.1tter to whom the remark is directed, 
wi tj,;JUt rl'gard to thE: ·olor of the speaker. 
Reed should not be allowed to cor.ltinue as the head of 
the NAACP in Alabama. He should resign immediately and 
allow a more even-tempered, non-racist to lead the NAACP 
'·hi::- '>W.l~. 
Wallace may accept his apology, but society should 
not. 
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Senate Responds 
Letter to the Editor: 
The Law School Student Senate wishes to respond to 
the questions Paul Czarnota raises in his article, "LSSS: A 
Reporter's Perspective" (January 20, 1988) concerning the 
proposed increase of the student fee. During last semester's 
budget process, the LSSS received funding requests totalling 
over $54,000. To meet this total, the LSSS had 
approximately $34,000 to allocate. Clearly, current revenues 
are not enough to fund all of the worthy requests that the 
LSSS received. In addition, the number of committecs and 
projects has increased greatly during the 1980s; yet the 
student fee has not been increased during this same period. 
For these reasons, a student fee increase is not only 
appropriate b:Jt long overdue. In regards to Pnul's claim that 
"the LSSS is not quick with any answers" on this topic, the 
LSSS cannot answer :;ucsti.:.us that have not been asked. 
LSSS 
Bork. Again 
By Craig Sumberg 
Judge Bork has stated his intention to salvage his 
name, as well as his judicial philosOjlhy, from the fire!' 
a);egedly futlled by the "special intflest" grouos 
rE'presenting such narrow intere<>ts as mir.orities, wome .1, 
~.11d the poor My aim in writing this piece is not so much 
to repeat the arguments ror or against h1s or.ginalist 
1 )SJtion-some horses are Sl• dead that there's JUSt no joy 
in beating thf-m again-but ruther to address a pei. pher.ll 
issue to th•• Bork hearings thnt may prove at least as 
significfant · n the long run. My immediate inspiration in 
wnting is the deat of Judge "Sdwad Weinfeld, \1-ho sat as 
a U.S. Db:·rict Court Judge in the Southern Distncl of~ew 
York fo• some 37 years. The New York 'l'imes, in an 
edih•rinl eulogizing Judge WeinfP}d ("The Devotion of 
Judge Weinfeld," ed1torial, J an. 19), asserts that he was 
"tt:e most admired juc~e on thP Federal Bench." 
One of the most common critic1~ms of the process 
which rejected JuJge Bork's appointmrn• to the u.S. 
Supreme Court was that the excessive use of his past 
wri•ings and speet·hes to incriminate him woulc in the 
future lead other serious legal scholars to r efrain 1'rom 
speakinl{ out on mattets of public importan('e oul of fear of 
later reprisal. Law students will quickly note tha• this is 
essentially an argument about th" overdPterrence o" 
speech resulting from the perception of risk. The quick 
answer to thb objection is the asser tion that Judge Bork 
brought on ris own demise by doggedly affirming his 
judicial philosophy lnd refusing to atknowledge t'he 
validity (in at least some cases) of years of Supreme Court 
precedent. 
Tho> more sizniticant answer, however, is that in our 
constitutional .::rsLI'm we value n judiciary that is, at the 
risk of being redundant, "judicial." Which is to say 
someone who, gro•mded in our basic values of fairness 
and just:ce, lMks objectively Rt thP facts and !Pgal issues 
before them and rules as their conscil''lces diet&' ~. Clearly 
we value intelligence and clarity of llndlysis in our 
judiciary, but we should also value equelly tloe "devotior 
.. ami ... dedication to the business of judging~ which 
Justice Brennan and others found so pervasive in Judge 
We1rlfeld's career. There is nothing wrong, to be sure, witr 
critic:zing that with which we disagree; it is this freedom 
which in many respects captures what is trul. admirahle 
about our system of government. Nevertheless, one (su:h 
as Judge Bork) cannot be heard to complain if some day 
you are held accountable for tho:.e utterings. 
The New York Times co:1cluderl, with Justice 
Brennan, about Judge Weinfeld: "there is no better judge 
on any court." I mourn, as I'm sure so many others who 
knew him better than I mourn, the loss of such a man. I 
cannot mourn the rejection of Robert Bork from a seat on 
the highest court in this land. There are (there must be) 
other criteria for judicial excellence than the brilliance of 
one's mind or the persuasiveness of (lne's judicial 
philosophy. 
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LSSS Talks about Inactivity 
By Keri Chenoweth 
frustration at the poor level of contact 
which has been established thls year 
This week's Law School Student between commitU:e and LSSS, and decided 
Senat e t• k d b to draft a wntten explanation (or mee 1ng was mar e y a . . .. 
discussion over con trol of student guidelines) for all senate poSitions offered 
committees. 2L Representative Danielle for next fall. 
Carr brough t up the issue oflack of student ~so, LSSS President Bru~e Courtade 
invol vement in the Faculty Search explamed th~t a plan ~ estabbsh _student 
committee, as told to her by committee repre~entativ~s as hasons wh1ch the 
chairrerson Elizabeth Lewis. Lewis comm1ttee cbrurpersons was passed by the 
apparently turned to Carr out of Senate previously. Accor~ng to Courtade, 
fr ustra tion, due to a difficulty in trying to V-P McMurray has the list of names,_ but 
get the students who were appointed by the Carr stated that ~he has no: been no~fi~d 
LSSS last fall to participate in the who, what or which comm1ttee she 1s m 
committee's busy schedule. charge of. Other senators nodded 
Student membership on facu lty agreement. . . . . 
committees a nd student committees In adrut10n to a set of gmdehnes for 
formed to present proposals on important distribution duting senate elections, Carr, 
policy issues to the faculty are sponsored lL Rep Usa Freeman and Secretary Bill 
by the Sena te. Students are selected by Bock volunteered to draft an amendment 
each senate through a written application to the Senate Constitution calling for some 
and have been chosen for their ideas and form of formal reporting and monitoring 
comm!ttments to ~ctively help each system. This proposal will be presented at 
committee. Committee sponsored and the next LSSS meeting, Febuary 8, for 
fu nded by the Senate range from the Social •liscussion. 
Committee (which recieved the most Also, Cour tade r eccommended that 
money this fall) to the Disciplinary Lewis could informally merge the Faculty 
Committee (which has not met in three Search Committee and the Faculty Hiring 
years) Committee (student members of each, that 
Vice-President Mike McMurray, who is), to facilitate finding students to assist 
is in charge of coordinating committee with this work load of each. He said that he 
activities, was not present at the meeting to had encouraged other students that "If 
respond to the charges of student people designated to committees aren't 
inactivity. The LSSS members evidenced see SENATE page SIX 
GEOArgues 
that requires subjective evaluation ... " The 
junior clerks seem to fit these qualification. 
As Dees noted, "The senior judges and 
junior clerks are roughly equivalent to TA's 
in that they have similar jobs, perform 
similar tasks, and have a similar 
relationship to the faculty." 
"These law students are directly 
involved with educating students, and are 
vital to the University's mission," Dees 
continued. 
For their efTorts, senior judges are 
paid $750 and earn two credits each term; 
junior clerks make $500 and receive two 
credits each term. These salaries were 
increased earlier this year, following ini tial 
exploration of a possible grievance. 
More notable is the reality of what 
each senior judge and junior clerk will 
receive if covered by the GEO contract. 
Some paychecks will significantly increase 
to the point of nearly doubling. 
Following Cooper's deni al of the 
December 16th grievance, the GEO filed a 
"Step Three" grievance with the University 
on J a nuary 5. Such grievances go to a 
"designee of the Vice President of 
Academic Affairs." 
The current designee is Dan Gamble, 
the Staff Relations and Compensation 
Manager for the University. A hearing on 
the grievance was set for last Friday, 
January 22: 
The rather informal hearing was 
attended by Dees and Zane of the GEO; 
two senior judges, Deans Cooper and 
Eklund; and another person from Gamble's 
office. 
Dees characterized the hearing as "a 
misnomer , because it's fairly informal. You 
present your case, the University listens, 
and that's about it." 
According to a source close to the 
matter, Eklund and Cooper seemed almost 
annoyed by the grievance. Eklund was 
cordial and asked a couple of questions, but 
Cooper seemed "tired" and "tightlipped: 
The grievance panel was not required 
to respond at the hearing, and not 
surprisingly, it did not give a response. It 
listened to the CEO's grievance and 
informed the attendees it would issue a 
written response within 14 days. 
The response is due on or before 
February 5, 1988. At that time, the GEO 
likely will weigh its next option, which 
would be to file a grievance with a 
professional arbi ter chosen by mutual 
agreement. 
"If the grievance is denied the GEO 
will talk with the law students a~d reassess 
the situation. At that time we will decide 
whether to pursue the matter to its next 
step and let somebody el se decide " 
explained Dees. ' 
Of course, it the grievance is accepted, 
then the senior judges and junior clerks will 
be covered by the GEO contract. They \vill 
be designated GTSAs and will r eceive 
retroactive pay increases. They \viii also 
receive retroactive pay increases. They 
\vill also receive the benefits of futu re 
increases negotiated by the GEO. 
For these benefits the law school 
GTSAs will be charged a fee equal to 0.95% 
of their gross salary. 
ELS Hosts Convention 
agencies, cor porate defense firms, 
public interest agencies, and plaintiff's 
practice describing the nature of their 
practices. In the evening on Friday 
there will be a public forum 
involving all convention par ticipants. 
Saturday's schedule will be ruvided 
between the various environmental 
law societies working together toward 
creating a national network and job 
interviews \vith various employers. 
More than 140 registrants from 
over 40 schools nationwide are 
planning to attend. Michigan Law 
students who wish to participate may 
do so by registering in the ELS office. 
There is a nominal fee for registration, 
which includes the Thursday evening 
reception, all meals on Friday, and 
breakfast on Saturday. The Friday 
forum is open to everyone. 
Summer Starters 
' more concern was given to the t rend of 
sum mer starters to graduate in seven 
semesters, not six. This meant fi nancing an 
extra term of aid. Dean Sue Eklund and 
Professor Christina Whitman had made it 
clear through a priorities questionaire and 
a general student meeting that this money 
had potential to be applied to other pressing 
student concerns, such as lowering the age 
of independence, increasing minority 
recruitme nt, an d increasing debt 
management programs. 
All these arguments, of course, have 
another side, especially the financial aid 
concerns of Dean Eklund and Professor 
Whitman. Law Student Rick Silverman, 
former a \ministrator at the University of 
Southen California and financial aid 
consuitant, noted that it was possible to 
almost eliminate the impact of the summer 
progrn1n on the financial aid budget by 
granting a larger proportion of lonns for 
the last, extra term(which have almost no 
cost to the Law School) as opposed to a 
higher proportion of gj fts which are of 
limited supply. "one, the rufTerence is made 
up by those who directly receive the benefit 
and, two, having loans is not the worst 
thing" for a law student whose loan burden 
may approach tens of thousands of dollars, 
commented Silverman after the student 
meeting of January 11. 
Other responses to the critics of the 
summer program seemed to allow for the 
continued existence of the program. As the 
debate progressed through December and 
up through the January 15th faculty 
meeting, alternatives to complete 
abandonment of such an enduring and 
appreciated program became more 
evident. Here are several ideas given by 
stafT ad students: 
*"Drafting" and recruiting problems 
could be dealt with through marketing 
prior to acceptance, and small reductions in 
class size. 
*Older student concerns wi th 
fina ncial aid independence could be 
balanced with the benefit of a smaller more 
relaxed environment with which to,begin 
lnw school after a long absence from the 
academic world. 
*Monetary allocations could be 
changed. Student inequity and summer 
student "burn-out" could be reduced at the 
same time by eliminating fall interviewing. 
*The need for an extra summer class 
(recently Evidence was offered for three 
weeks, this summer Tax will be taught) 
could be eliminated through the creation of 
a one-week course and a two-week course 
which would give the summer starters 
enough time in Michigan for residency 
requirements. 
To examine these proposals, a new 
committee consisting of faculty members J _ 
J. White and Ken Syverud, was formed. 
Both professors were summer starters and 
are committed to continuing the program 
indefinitely and using it to attract m ore 
people to Michigan. Professor White sai ... 
that "a majority of the faculty wanted tc 
make it the expectation to graduate in six 
semesters" and changes would be designeci 
to make it easiest to accomplish this. "The 
trouble is that there are a lot of variable s ;" 
said While, "and you can't control a ll of 
them," ref~rri ng to such things as the 
amount of S<'holarships neccessary, etc .. He 
added lhat veterans showed :nterest in the 
1940's, older womN• returning for seconc 
careers ha' e shown an interest in the. 
1980's, and that "we can't predict what th
demand will be in 1990 or 2000." 
In the final analysis, it appear
that the decision of the faculty was 
qualified victory--qualified on the condi tio
that the problems which have raised s
much discussion are to be immediate!.
addressed. White: and Syverud, afte
enlisting the help of six summer starters
Bruce Court.'lde, Drew McGuiness, J oh
Moore, Marcela David, Bill Bock an
Elizabeth Springer to address the
recruitment and other changes will make a
proposal to the faculty at large in ~1arc..~
Professor White indicated tha t the polic:
would be immediately implemented for
this summer. 
't'otaity asirle from the various
policy concerr.s involvE>d \vith changes ii:
the summer program, the time fraree
within which the faculty considered anc
voted on the issue was questioned by some
students. However, in hindsight, it appears
that the decisions the faculty have made
ha ve actually been the process of quite a
fe w years of debate a nd rusagreement
among the faculty. As Professor White
stated, "The faculty is often wrong, but
never hasty." In upholrung the summe:
program, while insi!'ting on prompt
changes \vithin that program to reduce
both summer student fa tigue and fal:
starter unrest seems to be a potentially
"correct" and wise move. Michigan pride;
itself on offering the best in legal educatio:1 
through excellence, but the support of the
summer progr<tm is a reaffirmance tha:
diversity is just as important and beneficia!
to every. law student. 
WANTI::O; Somebody interested in working out and ge tting pa id for it. Acrohlcs lnstructor n eedecl 
(ce~tificatioo rot ll(.'Ccs;;ary). Contact Danicllc CatT or Stacy Anthony by Pcndaflcx. Deadline Jan. SO. 
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Library Comments Stuff Laughs Are Made Of 
By Pa m Heat lie 
It has to be done. Somebody has to 
publicize the terrible problem at the Law 
Library. Since I work there, I feel tha t it's 
my duty. 
We at the Law School like to portray 
our selves a s having one of the best law 
libraries in the world. Sure, we have lots of 
tine books, and an excellent s taff (can I have 
a raise?), but we don't have that extra 
something that could make ours the best law 
library in the world. We used to have it, but 
we lost it . Maybe we can get it back. That's 
wj,.1t this is all about. 
What is that ext ra something? A 
superior suggestion book. Harvard can 
have more books. Maybe Yale carries the 
.os Angeles Daily J ournal. Michigan had a 
gr£at suggestion book. 
Why do I say '"had'" a great suggestion 
book when it still sits up there at the Main 
D"sk? Because i t has become a suggestion 
W1k like all others. People have ceased to 
w1 te origi nal, witty, irrelevant comments 
an.: now only the practical ones remain. We 
cannot let this happen. I refuse to believe 
that. the Law School community has lost its 
sense of humor and/or doesn't want the best 
Ia•"" library in the country. So, I"m doing my 
bi1 tu wake up your collective imagination 
ana show you what people wri te in n fi r s t 
class suggestion book . 
The following comments are from our 
oook. I a dded a few responses here and 
there (in brackets}, but I haven't corrected 
he spelling, grammar or punctuation r so for 
once, don't bla me the RG-sometimes that's 
what makes i t so fu nny]. Please rend them 
arefully, so that you will see what separates 
he great libraries from the good ones. 
l"ve done my bit, the rest is up to you. 
Go put the Michigan Law Library over the 
dge-Make a comment in the suggestion 
ook today! 
Xeed SO>lp in S-3 men's bathroom. 
Face it-it won't work, take it as a hint thnt the 
bathrooms never have soap·•his profession 
ust doesn't have cl(!an hands. 
Let"s fill the skylight with \\ater and put fish 
n it. 
Otay, tun.t breath. 
Why do the desk a ssistants allow public 
dssing a n d fon dling in the library? 
omething should be done about this. 
We il!!iked them to stop, butt the wouldn't. 
Ve tried to get to the l22lliml of th.s, but the 
uy didn't seem to ~ what we ~ere 
a)'lng. 
Edwin Meese 
··- ......... .......... - ... , ... ......... , ...... ... ............................. , .................................... . 
 think these new chairs are a lawsu it 
Waiting to happen. Everyone tips the chairs 
back to put their feet up-the old chair s had 
Jointed legs that weren't prone to slip-bu t 
these new ones have a very slippery var. 
>on't say nobody warned you! 
............ ....................... --....... .. . ... ... ---.......... ----------.... -- ............... ------
-·-······ 
Vhy aren't there incandescent bulbs in the 
:arrels? Why is the l ighting so bad a t night? 
can barely see anymore. 
You could see if you wrote bigger ! He does, during his Thursday nigh t owl 
shift. On Tuesdays, he wears lime green 
·········-· -······-··············-················· wi th sequins. Where have~ been? 
Whine whine whine bitch bitch complain 
compla in whimper whine whine whine!!! Lighten up. 
And moreover, MAJOR COMPLAINT! 
-.. ... -- ... .. .. --- .. -....... , ......... ----... ---- ............ , ............ "''"' ........... ........... "'""' .. .. 
Soap in the woman's room would be nice. 
Please fiJI out a maintenance request form. 
Maintenance form? Are you high? Fill out a 
maintenance form for soap in the john. 
J esus H ·Christ on a whole wheat 
communion wafter? if "dis ain't beurocracy 
gone bonkers 
.................... .................. , ... . ,.. _ .. ,_ . .,._.,..,., . ....... , ........ , ... __ .. __ . __ ______ _ 
Soop in the restrooms. 
Chicken noodle? 
The vines should be t rimmed or else 
someone will use them like tarzan. Sounds 
like a lawsuit. Big Bucks. 
Try it, dude. Your case would be exempted 
by a rightful death statute. 
The car pet in the doorway to the Lexis room Dear whining Ambulance chasers, you 
is curling u p. It almost killed me. As of this ha\"1) it made here. In fact, I dont think you 
moment, you are on notice of this defect in would know a good library even if it bit you 
~-------------------------------------~------------~, 
~~t~ 
the premises which you invite people to use. 
This is, if somebody gets hurt now, you'll be 












This is the special tactical "anti -undergrad 
sorority woman" mouse we employ to keep 
the hallowed librar;' devoid of any pleasant 
dressings for om Sl)re eyes and to preserve 
the pristine quality of accoustical sollitude 
we r equire in order to hone our frumpiness 
for the future when all the li ttle kids in the 
neighborhood will want t o throw 
crabapples at our houses. AAAAARGH! 
The air in the library is r eally dry-i t's bad for 
people + bad for books! Law Students Unite 
for Humidifier s! 
(Gee Da d, I can' t go shopping for that 
J agu'3r you want to get me, I have an LSUH 
rally. Joe and I stayed up all night making 
picket signs-I do,"t want to miss this big Ia_w 
school event. The car wiii just have to wrut. 
No dad, I won't come home if you buy me a 
pony-this is r eally impor tant. Don't you 
understand? This is an important health 
issue. Don' t you know how many law 
students die from dry air every semester? 
Yeah , well, I guess you"JI just never 
understand, because you'ue never gone to 
la w school. Anyway, they have to do 
something with all of that tuition money you 
send them, don't th(;:y? Don't they?} 
Why isn't there a stapler [not the heavy duty 
ki nd) and a staple r emover in the copy room 
on S-1? 
Probably because someone -;tole the one 
we've provided. So far this year, we've 
spent over $700 on staplers, etc for these 
rooms. ML 
(Hello, Dad? Dad ? (sniff, snifl) I should 
have come home. Oh Dad, you're not going 
to believe it-the LSUS (Law Students United 
for Staplers) had a rally, too! ( sniff, s niff, 
moan) Dad, they got a $700.00 allotment 
for staplers! !!!!!!!!!!! Whnt good are staplers 
if you di e fmm dry air? God, life is so 
unfair ! I mean, it's not like you can't bother 
the DA at the Main Desk for a stapler, but, 
you k now, you can't as'< them to moist.urize 
you! !! Da d, before I die from the dry rur my 
to get dry, and you know what that means: 
wrinkles!! Like I don' t have enough to 
worry about!!! (gasp, whin.~. sniff, long sigh ) 
Dad, are you the1c? Daci? Dad, if I get on a 
plane right away ca n I s till ha ve the pony?) 
D.A"s should squee-gee the \vlndows in their 
spare time. 
(HeJio, Mrs. Lane? I'm so sorry to be 
bringing you th is news . This is T he 
University of Michigan Law Library . I'm 
cnlli ng about your child, Nels. I'm not quite 
sure how to tell you this, Mrs. Lane, but Nels 
was killed today by a piece of carpet. It 's 
shocking, I know ... ) 
Thanks, but remember, we also chase The libr ary is becoming a police state!! Also, 
dentist drills .... \Vhat are you doing in here the Bar is freezing!!! 
m y way? 
The computer room in LR is stunky. 
TI.e Circ. desk is BORING. All D.A.'s (both 
sexes) should be wearing appr opria tely 
s'kimpy S\vlm wear while on duty. 
Only if you promise to "study naked." 
All right, they don't have to wear swimsuits. 
But Ben Laughter (na me changed to protect 
the innocent) should wear a la ve ndar 
le-•tard. 
Good point! 
Lucky your hair covers it though. 
Jeremey is God. 
(Gee Mom, guess who's in my EO class?} 
8:45 pm A mouse ran from Sub-1 toward 
the elevator and up the green stairs toword 
the reading room. Also it a ppears that some 
kind of food wa s spilled near the telephone 
on sub-1 near the elevator . 
The mouse has resurfaced on sub-1. 
(Toto, we're not i r. Kansas anymore ... ) 
Sml. Black stapler in sub 1 copy room is 
broken. 
Well, at least there-see comment of 11/17 
[supra). l\1L. 
Pickford (name changed to protect the 
innocent) is a fox. 
He makes my knees buckle. Y 
Maybe deoderent 
see LIBRARY page SIX 
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Of Owls, Sorority Girls, and Too-Dry Skin 
continued from pate F1VE 
you people even answer s1mple 
questions? Where's that suggestion book, [Oh. I guess now the question :3 what thi£ 
I'm going to complain about this!} person did with them. Yuck.] 
1. Ratione soli-he belongs to the Law 
Library 
2. Occupation-he belongs to the Law Library 
3. Animus revertendi-he belongs to the --·----------------------
Brown Jug. Tallyho! Has anyone ever considered installing fans 
-------------------------- ............. ---------------- in the bathrooms? The ventilation is really 
I nm concerned about the drug problem at awful. 
the Law Library. 
\No doze?} 
People wenr too many clothes in this library. 
Hire security guards with a modicum of 
intelligence ... 
Why? 
Sub 2 West Wing. You should put large 
pillt•ws in the alcove by the elevator. This 
wnsted space could turned into a relaxing 
sLudy/snooze section. 
& you can play folk guitar to Freshman 
women! 
There is a ventilating system. 
Two guys breathing heavy behind locked 
stalls is nQ!; a ventilation system! 
Cnn vou distribute free condoms in the 
bathrooms? 
Do not hire a:~ymon desk clerks who 
cannot \viggle their ears. Incompetence like 
that in a Fine library iike this is not to be 
tOlerated. 
1 think Larry {name changed to protect the 
innocent} s'1ould be a poster boy. He could 
donate the J.lrvcet:ds to replenishhg ·he soap 
c:upplies. 
Under who's authority were the freaking 
pigeons poisioned? Not only is this practice 
inhuman, but witnessing the alleged 
"winged rats" convulsing in the "moat" was 
sickening. I'll go along with your "scnre 
owls", but poisioning these bir ds is 
unconscionable. 1Yb.Q did this?! Poss1bly the 
mo-ron should think about less drastit 
measures such as screening off the "pol t-
holes" or installing unit-pigeon perch grates. 
-one pi ss e c!- off 
environmentally concerned law studo•"''t. 
(Imagine my !il.lrprise to come into v.ork to 
find a mem<> for the DAs explaining that the 
library does not, will not and ne'ler has 
poisoned piguons. Not having read the 
suggestion book, it took me a "hile to cntch 
on ... ) 
The owls are working great. The pigc•ons 
really seem t•J enjoy having a target to nim 
for. Why not put a law professor o1:t th
instead to lecture and bore them to death.
Would that be a more humane way to 
than by poisoning? 
About the owls·> you should set up li
buttons beh;nd the desk so that tht~ D~s 
either sligl.tl) shock the pigeon~ or sqmrt
,>ige.ms \lith some sort of squirt gun syit
This way we could solve the pigeon Jl'es
iet the O.S.s have a little fun to brigh•en
:heir day 
If thi s system works then we 
' mplement the same !ystem for stude:--•s
we see ~hem sleeping-wham! ShOt.k! 
Of course, I reseTJe all patent right
such a sysU..m. 
Coulcl you get nn electric or steam po"·e:
pencil sharpener since turning the .i
handle on the manual one is a rca! 
during ell.arns 
F.x~rcise promotes flow or oxyg~n to 
r-~mn +should make studying easier. ~1L
I can't seem to understand why the staff 
st'ems so incompetent. No matter what you 
ask the D.A's they send you to the card 
catalog. Sometimes peopie just want quick 
answers! ..... 
{We took up this suggestion. Notice the 
su. 1~quent complaints about lack of sor.p.) Senate Meets 
{Patron 1: Excuse me, can you tell me where 
the bathroom is? 
DA's answ: Sorry, you'll have to look in the 
card cntalog. 
Patron 1: Okay, thank you. 
Patron 2: Excuse me, do you have a 
drinking fountain? 
DA's answ: Sorry, you11 have to look in the 
card cntalog. 
Patron 2: Okay, thank you. 
Pntron 3: Hey, can you help me find 
something I'm looking for? You know, 
that famous case about the dog biting 
the mailman? 
DA's answ: Is it a state of federal case? 
Patron 3: I don't know. 
DA's answ: Do you have a cite? 
Patron 3: No. 
DA's answ: Have you tried Lexis? 
Patron 3: I don t have the time. 
Heip, Law School is becoming fun. I'm 
afraid. 
leave the libr:1ry immediately. You've been 
here too long. 
Y'know, it's times like thtse that make me 
want to work on a shrimp boat. 
[in a long complaint asking that students 
who keep comiJuter software overnight 1>e 
fined.] ... If people need the security of 
keeping the software overnight cuz they're 
Afraid w sleep alone, make them at least pay 
for the "servi::-es." 
Where is Sup 2? 
I put in a request to fix light in S-3:XX qwt.e a 
while ago. Please-my eyes aren't so good JS 
it is. 
~·m on Law Review and I'm really not very 
smart at all. What's J:ill!! story? 
\Vhy don't you get the God damned Ar.n 
Arbor News? 
continued from page FOUR 
Law" conference to Michigan in 1990, 
sending WLSA members to this year's 
conference in Houston and starting a 
"Women and Law" Journal at Michigan. 
-HLSA was awarded a $120 grant to 
provide HAS'l'A (Hi spanic Americans 
Striving Toward Advancement), an 
organization of Hispanic prisoners at 
Jackson State Penetentiary, with Spanish-
Language movies and blank cassette tapes 
to record Spanish music for inmates. 
HLSA members have been visiting 
Hispanic inmatrs and offering support for 
several year s. The grant was made 
conditional, only to be awarded if no 
pulling their weight; if you want to, go for 
it." Finally, he instructed that Le'vis could 
recruit as needed to fill the spots with 
,viJling students. 
In other senate news: 
-WLSA was awarded a $400 grant as 
seed money for ordering U of M Law 
School Stationary to be sold as a fund-
raising event. WLSA is planning to repay 
the Senate with the proceeds, and will then 
apply the rest of the proceeds towards 
Because it's in newspaper boxes across the attempts at bringing the "Women and 
professor or movie could be found throU!
the University for less money. 
-Jeremy Salesin chairperson for 
computer committee, presented a draft r
letter addressed to Dean Sue Eklund. T
letter demanded increased activity by !
University, es pecially asking for 
computing center staffed by Univers:
consultants . A survey is expected to 
distributed to students later this week. 
-In response to Paul Cznrno
review of fall senate activities, Courta
responded that LSSS's reason for askir
for an increased lab fee of $15 is that the :
has remained constant since 1979, wh;
the number of worthwhile projects r
greatly increased. The increase would :
to keep in step with the times . 
-No LSSS meeting will be held ne
Monday. The Senate is sponsoring Dani
photojournalist Jocob Holdt's "America:
Pictures" i"lstead, at 6:30p.m. in Room ~~
HH. "Ameriran Pictures" is a multi-medi
presentation of one man's journey througl-
lower class America. All are urged t 
attend. 
DA's answ: Well, I suggest you use Lexis. 
Patron 3: Look, I don't want to use Lexis, I 
just want a qwck answer. This is a famous 
case. You're a law student, aren't you? You 
mean you don't know? What, did you 
sleep through Torts or something? 
OA's answ: I suggest you see a 
Reference Librarian. They may be 
street. R • Th:;:··;~--~--~:;;··i~~·d··,,.,kod hidden aciSID works Both w a~
able to help you. After all, they are 
trained to help people in their research. 
Patron 3: Reference Librarian? Isn't that 
what you are? Where are they? 
DA's answ: On sub-2. 
Patron 3: Oh, sub-2's too far. Look, can you 
just help me look for the o!:.her thing I 
need? \\'here 's the book about the 1902 
l'reaty of Snooze that nobody has ever 
heard of? 
DA's answ: Gee, I'm sorry, you'll have to 
look in the card catalog. 
Patron 3: You're kidding right? Where do 
they find you people? Look in the card 
catalog, go see a Reference Librarian ... C:;.n't 
somewhere near the carrels on the first O,JOr 
oflegal research. I think he lives there. Can 
something be done about this? 
As you may know, there is a housi ng 
shortage on campus. Rest assured, every 
effor t is being made to find him mMe 
comfortable accomodations . 
The owls don't work. 
[But the question is, where did they go?J 
Can I have the owls when you're done with 
thom? 
reporter for the Uniform Statutory Rule 
Against Perpetuities and director of 
research for the Joint Editorial Board for 
the Unifo1·m Probate Code. 
"The qualities that have made Prof. 
Waggoner an outstanding scholar have 
contributed to his career as a teacher. He 
has become one of the Law School's most 
higher regarder teachers," Bollinger 
added. 
"In his nearly 30 years as a member of 
the Law School faculty, Professor 
Cunningham has made his mark on every 
aspect of the school's life," stated Dollinger. 
"lie has taught generations of students 
well; children of the students he first tau:'-
have matriculated and graduated du~::
this time. He has been much in demand-
a visiting professor at other law schools. ~
the classroom, his consummate mastel') 
all aspects of the law of property has be<
demonstrated time and time again. 
"Professor Cunningham has reach<
out to the wider world of law student:
practicing lawyers, and scholars in mar
ways. All have been enriched by t 
efforts. In addition to numerous artic:e
he has contributed to books of teachir
materials and to treatises for lawyers an
scholars dealing with all aspects 
property law." 
RG Tt~ivia Quiz 
continued from page EIGHT 
64. Who holds the record for most 
strikeouts in a World SeriPe game? 
65. Who is the only man to win a World 
Series game in each the '60s, the '70s an d 
the '80s? 
66. What is the name of the Braves' mascot 
who comes out to celebrate after a home 
run? 
67. Who is the only player to win the most 
valuable player award in the regular 
season, the playoffs and the World Series in 
the same year? 
68. Name three of the five teams that have 
come back from a 3 -1 games deficit to win 
the seties. 
69. True or False: The St. Louis Browns 
won a world championship before the 
franchise moved to Baltimore. 
70. Name the 1985 AL Rookie of the Year. 
71. Name the team that originally drafted 
Tom Seaver. 
72. What was the Yankees' original 
nickname? 
73. Who won 41 games in one season, but 
lost the pennant for his team on a wild pitch 
in the last game of the season? 
74. \Vho forgot to touch second, and cost 
the Giants the 1908 pennnnt? 
75. Where did the ~1ontreal Expos call 
home before the Olympic Stadium was 
built? 
76. Who was the losingest pitcher in World 
Se1ies competition? 
77. Who was the winningest pitcher in 
World Seties competition? 
78. Name the 1966 AL rvfVP. 
79. What lefty pitcher led the Twins to the 
AL fl ag in 1965? 
80. How many world titles do the Yankees 
claim? 
81. What team, beginning in l 915, finished 
last seven consecutive yenrs? 
82. Who has hit the most home runs in an 
All-Star game? 
83. Which park has hos ted the most All-
Star games? 
84. Who is the only player to homer for 
both leagues in an All-Star game? 
85. Who created the idea of an All-Star 
game? 
86. Who was sent down to the minors so 
the Brooklyn Dodgers could make room on 
their 1955 roster for Sandy Koufax? 
87. What 1987 20 game winner fought a 
martial a r ts battle with then Cleveland 
manager Pat Con-ales duting a ballgame? 
88. Who played for three last place teams 
in 1985? 
89. Who is the only man to play in each 
division in one year? 
90. Who won the Big Ten championship 
last year? 
91. What two teams traded managers in 
1960? 
92. \Vhich tenm wns run by a a College of 
Coaches? 
93. The biggest chokers before the Toronto 
Blue J ays were who in what year? 
94. What batting champ seriously hurt 
himself taking ofThts cowboy boots? 
95. What family used to own the 
Washington Senators/Minnesota 1\vins? 
96. How many HRs did Mickey ~1antle hit 
in 1961? 
97. Name the only two parks yet to host an 
All-Stat ~nme? 
98. What was the final record of the 1962 
Mots? 
99. With whom did Hank Aaron play his 
last game? 
100. Which lwo future Hall of Famers 
played their final games in the 1968 World 
Series? 
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Master of Laws 
Boston University 
School of Law 
LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies 
A unique graduate program offenng separate, multl-
disaphnary courses of study in American Banking Law 
Studies and 1n International Banking Law Studies. 
Taught by faculty of the Boston Untvers1ty School of Law, 
eminent banking law attorneys and management experts, 
these innovative programs provide an exceptional blend of 
intellectual and pracucal education at one of the nation's 
most prestigious law schools. Covering the full range of 
advanced banking law subjects, the curriculum also 
includes courses spec1ally developed to introduce lawyers 
to the economiC and managerial aspects of lt'e domest c 
and 1nternabonal flllanceal services Industry. 
This comprehenSIVe LL.M. program offers a s.ngular 
educational opportunity for lawyers who wtsh to practice 
in trese dynam1c, fast growing areas of specialization. 
Appl icatiOns are now betng accepted for full or part·time 
enrollment 1n September 1988. 
For a catalog containing detailed 
informatiOn and application forms, write: 
Graduate Program in Banking Law Studies 
Morin Center for Banking Law Studies 
Boston University School of Law 
765 Commonwealth Avenue 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
or call: 6171353-3023 




Feb. 4 7:00- 9:00pm 
Rm. D, Michigan League 
Intent to Enter Forms Due- Feb. 5 
'Entries Due- March 31 
Contest Prizes 
Prizes awarded in Student, Staff & 
E'[:l~rilty categories. 
.·.· ·.: 
In e·acb category: 
1 Grand:l!tize - Macintosh SE 
3 ·First Prizes - :$50 + a copy of Hypercard 
2 Second Prizes -A copy of Hypercard 
· .-:·:- · -· 
.• 
Contact User Services fo r 
futher information or leave 
your questions in James 
Henderson's pcndaflex. 
Sponsored By 
U-M Computing Center 
& Apple Computer, Inc., 
... Detroit office 
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RG Sports Trivia Cha!]enges Baseball Sense 
By Paul Czarnota 
While we're waiting for spring training 
to begin, we thought that the RG should 
challenge all you spl)rts fans with a 
baseball trivia quiz. Now some quizzes 
would set up an elaborate system for 
scoring such a test, with a small amount of 
credit being given for relatively easy 
answer s, and more credit for stumpers. 
Well, nuts to that!! If you are a hot shot, 
baseball guru, you should know the easy 
answers as well as the not so easy. 
Therefore, each question is worth the same 
as the others. Let's play ball! 
1. Who did Lou Gehrig replace in the 
Yankee line-up? 
2. Which is the oldest ballpark in use 
today? 
3. Which ballpark has the deepest 
centerfield? 
4. Where do the San Diego Padres call 
home? 
5.Which Topps baseball card, at a October 
Beckett's Monthly listed price of $3600, is 
the most expensive of the modern cards? 
6. Who is the all-time RBI leader? 
7. Who holds the distinction ofwinnin~ the 
longest World Series game, a 16 inning 
affair? 
8. Who lost the most games over a career? 
9.What team, other than the Chicago Cubs, 
have played in a ballpark named Wrigley 
Field? 
10. How did the New York Mets' firs t 
opponent score the first of many runs 
given up by the Mets in their inaugeral 
season? 
11. Which is the second oldest park in the 
National League? 
12. What former district judge became the 
first commissioner of baseball? 
13. Who devised the much believed hoax 
that baseball was invented by Abner 
Doubleday in Cooperstown, N.Y.? 
14. Who hit the first grand slam in World 
Series competiton? 
15. Who were the original hitless wonders? 
16 and 17. Between 1949 and 1964, only 
two teams represented the American 
League in the World Series other than the 
Yankees. Name them and the years. 
18. Coincidentally, the same man managed 
both of these teams into the classic. Name 
him. 
19. What is the most games that have been 
played in a best of seven World Series? 
Law in the Raw 
20 .What do major leaguers Mark 
McGwire, Cory Snyder and Oddibe 
McDowell have in commen? 
21. What pitcher revealed in a famous 
Spor ts nlustrated piece that he threw the 
spitter? 
22. Who was the shortstop of the 1941 
Brooklyn Dodgers? 
23 and 24. That same team went to the 
World Series in 1941, and a famous passed 
baJI allowed the Yankees to make a 
dramatic 9th inning win. Name the pitcher 
and his battery mate. 
25. Tell why that elusive game end!ng 
strike was not caught. (Do not give us that 
· tired story about the catcher just missing 
the ball. Give us the real story.) 
26. What is the lowest ERA turned in a 
pitching staff in a World Series and by 
what team? 
27. Who was blown off the mound in the 
1961 All-Star game at Candlestick Park? 
28. By the way, how did Candlestick Park 
get its name? 
29. What poor American Leaguer holds the 
ignomity of playing on the most losing All-
Star teams? 
30. Who holds the World Series record for 
most consecutive scoreless innings? 
31. Where did that anomaly of a baseball 
park called the Baker Bowl used to stand? 
32. Who introduced the hot dog to 
baseball? 
33. Did the Yankees win in ~heir first World 
Series appearance? 
34. The American League won the first 
World Series in 1903 with its member, the 
Pilgrims. What is that same team called 
today? 
35. Name the last catcher to lead his league 
in triples? 
36. What Cincinnati Red was faked on 
national TV during the World Series and 
struck out on what he thought would be an 
intentional walk? 
37. Who was the NL Rookie of the Year in 
1967? 
38. 'Who was the only player to play in a 
major league game wearing the number 
1/8? 
39. Who holds the AL mark for most 
strikeouts by a lefthander in a career? 
40. WhPt was the only year between 1903 
and todc.; that the World Series was not 
played? 
41. True or false: Louisville once had a NL 
franchise. 
. 
42. Who is the only major leaguer over the 
last four years to hit at least 100 homers 
and steal at least 100 k'\Ses? 
43. What were the 1983 Philadelphia 
Phillies nicknamed? 
44. Which current stnrting outfield has all 
three regulars born within 2 weeks of each 
other? 
45. Who did Carl Hubbell strike out in his 
famous All-Star feat? 
46. Who did The Sporting News name the 
player of the decade in 1960? 
47. How many HRs were hit into the 
centerfield bleachers during the history of 
the Polo Grounds? 
48. What "Miracle" Brave hit .545 in the 
1914 World Series? 
49.Which brother combination has twirled 
the most no-hitters? 
50. Who Jed the San Diego Padres .n wim 
in their opening season, 1969? 
51. What San Diego pitcher was pulled 
from the game after hurling 8 no-hit 
innings? 
52. For which teum did 'J'v,inkee the Loon 
act as a mascot for in the early 1980s? 
53. Which team has had a crab as n team 
mascot? 
54.Who purposely gavt: up Mickey 
Mantle's 535 career HR? 
55. What were the Astros called before the 
Astrodome was built? 
56. Which two teams play annually for the 
Pierson Cup? 
57. Who said you should never look behind 
you, because something might be gaining 
on you? 
58. What outfielder led the 1923 Giants in 
hitting in the World Series loss to the 
Yankees? 
59. What longtime Giant skippe1 managed 
that 1922 team? 
60. True or False: The NL has won more 
World Series. 
61. Nnme the man who was an original 
Minnesota Twin, an original Seattle Pilot, 
an original Texas Ranger, and played on 
both editions of the Washington Senators. 
62. Willie Mays hit his 60Qt}, career home 
run while pinch hitting for what other 
power hitter? 
63. Name three players who have hit 400 
or more home runs but have ne'er 
appeared in a World Series (hint: all three 
are Cubs). 
see TRIVIA page SEVEN 
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By Tom Simon 
Law students will be taking it to :ne 
courts this weekend and the outcome '"'":.. 
be anything but moot. The venue is t!:{ 
hardwood courts of the Intram ura
Building where students will shoot it oL
for seven hours Saturday nigh :. :
determine basketball bragging :ights. ':b.
Supreme Court is one of the twelve tearr...
to enter this year's fray. 11 guard !{a-
Weber stated tha t the team chose its n~
"so we could wri te that we were membe7"
of the Silpreme Court on our resumes.
Although his team bcks tourname~
experience, Weber predicts that they v~
"stomp through the tournament with~>u: a
loss." Rea lis tically, however, the Co~r
rould be overruled should big man J 05!
Yaker get into foul trouble. They mus1; a·s
find a way to control point guard Tit:
Oleszcuk's volitile temper which has c -rs
the team several technical fot. Is r
intramural competition. But if garong~
shooting swingman John Moore improv~
his shot selection and the talented but Jan
Brad Fisher can get the lead out, t :!
Supreme Court could be a tough pane l t
reverse. 
Another 11 team, The Fellas, enters tr
competition with slightly less confide r.c
"We feel we'd ha ve a better chance if t n
tournament committee had imposed 
mandatory drug-tt!s ting rule," commente:
high-scoring forward Kevin Kendall. T:-
Fellcs combiner Kendall with do-it-a
Derwood Haynes, giving them a solid du
of scoring threats. Defensive standout Ti
Elliott, the cagey Ron DeWaard, and b:
man Mark Joy r ound out the starting fiv
Despite their lack of confider.ce, The Fe!:
tould suprise some people. Wnen as';ce-
about his celebration plans should t~e tear:
win, Elliott r emarked, "I wonder if <
would get out $10 entry fee back." T :-.c
more excitable Kendall said, "I'll dar.c
nakeo in the streets of Ann Arbor if i
win." With such enthusiasm, Saturea
could prove to be a night to remember. Bu
be sure to get to the gym early because ;;
standing room only crowd is expE>eted. 
BY DOUG GRAHAM 
Detroit Uses Only 
The C.ismissal hearings consumed 34 dnys and produced 
6539 pages of testimony, plus 626 pages of legal 
arguments f;led by the parties," and the hearing officer's 
final opinion ran to 18 pages, reports the nlinois School 
Board Journal (Sept.-Oct. 1987). The case: Oak Lawn 
High School District 218's lengthy and ultimately 
successful effort to fire a bilingual education teacher for 
incompetence and insubordination. "For some small 
school districts, the cost of dismissing one teacher would 
be more than they spend on library materials in 20 years. 
A joke circulates among summer associntes: A fellow dies 
on the operating table and descends into hell long enough 
to see that the afterlife consists of a wild and endless 
party. The doctors revive him and he lives for 10 more 
years until passing away, this time for good. Hell is now a 
cruel and terrible place, with its miserable inhaLitants up 
to their necks in boiling oil listening to law lectures. 'What 
happened?" demands the fellow. "Oh,'" replies Satan 
"'when you were here before--that was our summe; 
program." 
A boning knife, a fork, a saber, scissors, a screwdriver, an 
electric fan, an ax, a telephone cord, a baton, a nylon 
stocking, a bed sheet, a tree limb, a house brick, and a 
frying pan were among the weapons used to commi:. 
Chicago's 744 murders during 1986. 
--Chic·,;go Reader, Nov. 20, 1987 
--Nation al Business E mployment Weekly, Falll987 
Submitted by Nancy Smith 
--Chicago West Side Times, Oct. 11, 198i
Actual Note: 
Note, You Never Told Me ... You Never Asked; Tort
Liability For the Sexual Transmission of AIDS, 91 DICK. L 
REV. 529 (1986) 
